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Chynna Breann Hibbitts[1]
The First Amendment of the United States Constitution, is a symbol of the possibilities citizens have to
speak our minds, gather peacefully, print without repercussion, and worship as one pleases.[2] Though
these are bestowed fundamental rights, there have been questions about what is protected speech and
what is not. While most Americans appreciate these rights that are afforded to them, many feel the need
to place restrictions on those who do not celebrate them in the same ways.[3] Now, at the forefront of
this current controversy is to sit, kneel, or stand for the national anthem.
With the rising polarization in the nation surrounding this issue, it is not the rst time nor the last in
which the right to “free speech” will be tested and scrutinized. For instance, in Texas v. Johnson, burning
the American ag is constituted as symbolic free speech, [4] yet in United States v. O’Brien, burning
one’s draft card is prohibited means of free speech.[5] Though case law has uctuated overtime, the
means in which protest are made have been expanded to more national platforms in public stadiums
and arenas.[6] Though there is some debate about whether or not professional athletes should “shut up
and play ball” or take a stand for social injustices and causes that may be dear to them, the spectators’
acceptance of such practices remain inevitable.
Historically, sports have been used as a sparkplug for debate about race, gender, judicial fairness and
patriotism.[7] For example, Major League Baseball (“MLB”) created a “Civil Rights Game” in honor of the
retirement of Jackie Robinson’s uniform number, forty-two.[8] MLB player Carlos Delgado also faced a
reign of boos after he chose not to stand for “God Bless America” to protest the United States insertion
in Iraq.[9] More recently, players within the National Basketball Association (“NBA”) declined trips to the
White House after winning the NBA Championship in protest of President Trump.[10] Now, players in the
National Football League (“NFL”) are being faced with the same scrutiny.
Standing for the anthem is a long, time-honored tradition. However, in light of recent events professional
football players have used their national stage to protest injustices by kneeling for the national anthem
prior to the beginning of their games.[11] Colin Kaepernick, former quarterback in the NFL has been the
source of much contention in the United States regarding our most fundamental principle.[12] When the
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controversy rst began, Kaepernick was one of the rst players to kneel during the anthem to bring
awareness of police brutality, and social injustices targeting minority ethnic and racial groups.[13]
On October 15, 2017, Kaepernick led a grievance against the NFL that resulted in an arbitration hearing.
[14] Within section two of the grievance, Kaepernick’s lawyers go through a list of claims that allegedly
violate the NFL’s Collective Bargaining Agreement anti-collusion policy.[15] After Kaepernick led his
grievance the NFL issued a protective order that spans to all parties involved, up to and including all
thirty-two NFL teams and their front o ce personnel.[16] It was also reported that after the protective
order was in place, the NFL hired a rm to poll fans on Colin Kaepernick.[17] Although the NFL
conducting the poll does not prove collusion it did provide an initial threshold showing of plausible
evidence of collusion.[18]
On August 21, 2018, Broncos General Manager, John Elway, was under re for reportedly violating the
gag order that had been put in place in May. Elway stated that “he [Kaepernick] had his chance to be a
Bronco, but turned it down.”[19] These comments were made after discussing a backup quarterback for
the team, and if he had considered Kaepernick as an option.[20] Elway followed with letting reporters
know that they had offered Kaepernick a contract.[21] Ten days after Elway’s comments the NFL was
denied summary judgment in the collusion suit.[22] The arbitrator hearing the case ruled against the
league, after the NFL requested dismissal of the case on the grounds that Kaepernick and his legal team
had not presented su cient evidence to proceed.[23] Going forward, it is not clear whether or not the
collusion case will go to trial or the NFL will decide to settle, but Nike has aided in keeping the story in
the limelight.[24]
In early September, Nike launched a new campaign making Colin Kaepernick the face of the company.
[25] He tweeted a photo of himself with the caption “believe in something, even if it means sacri cing
everything—a nod to the collusion suit and losing his contract to play in the NFL.[26] This ad campaign
re-ignited the controversy from the initial kneeling protest. Thousands of people took to boycotting Nike
and their products due to the fact that Kaepernick is now the face.[27] Though some were angered at
the company for perpetuating what is thought of as an insult to servicemen and women, others were
empowered by the ad and continue to support oppressed minorities in their social plight.[28] Nike,
despite some speculation of dropping stock, has gained approximately six billion dollars in market value
since the ad campaign rst started.[29]
The next step—barring a settlement—will be the trial. Based on reports, Kaepernick’s lawyers will look to
subpoena President Donald Trump and Vice President Mike Pence, along with other NFL o cials who
spoke out against players kneeling during the anthem.[30] At the conclusion of the trial, the nation will
still be faced with the social injustices from which the kneeling protest began. Moving forward, the
United States remains to be polarized by the situation, with many unable to reconcile between the 1st
Amendment right to protest, and respect for the military. There is no end in sight for this perpetual circle,
one can only hope this has opened hearts and minds to the true underlying problem that the country is
faced with.
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